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Bitcoin: A Digital Currency
In Cryptography We Trust
By: Michael T. Lee
Abstract—Bitcoin is the worlds first decentralized digital currency. Electronic cash-systems have never been
secure enough to exist without a central authority maintaining it. Bitcoin introduces a digital coin system in an
online network. It has grown visibility recently with the fall of the online market Silk Road and the bankruptcy
of Mt. Gox, the worlds biggest Bitcoin currency exchange. Bitcoin shares many similarities with gold, being
a commodity while also a means of exchange. The government cannot own or control Bitcoin. Like gold, it
is limited in supply and volatile as a currency. In an open peer-to-peer network, cryptography limits the need
for trust when monetary values are involved. The strength of cryptographic functions is demonstrated in this
paper and proves that Bitcoin succeeds as a digital decentralized currency.
Keywords—Computer Science, Bitcoin, Decentralized currency, Peer-to-peer systems, cryptography, Gold
2.0.
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I NTRODUCTION

Bitcoin is the first decentralized cryptographic currency. Satoshi Nakamoto, a
pseudonymous person or group, in 2008
published Bitcoin through a cryptographic
emailing list. Created as a peer-to-peer
network where electronic cash can be exchanged, Bitcoin has grown into a digital currency known and used around the
world today. Bitcoin works in an online
network, where digital coins also known
as bitcoins are exchanged. Bitcoin offers
a new way of viewing digital cash, in a
decentralized system. No government or
single entity owns or controls the Bitcoin
network and the code is open-source for
anyone to review.
Bitcoin shares many similarities with
gold and is often referred to as Gold 2.0.
They are both, limited in resource, divisible, not regulated by the government, and
exchangeable as a currency. Both gold and
bitcoins require the act of mining. Similar to gold mining, bitcoin mining is the
output of CPU power. Bitcoin was design
never to exceed more than 21 million in
circulation proving its scarcity like gold.
Bitcoin can also be divided into different
values much like gold. One bitcoin can
be divided up to one-hundred-millionth
(.00000001) of a coin known as a satoshi.
Fiat currencies are government issued currencies. Bitcoin and gold, can never be
controlled such that both will never exist
as a fiat currency. The value of a bitcoin
fluctuates in a volatile manner due to
the lack of a central authority [1]. There
exist many currency exchanges where fiat
currencies such as euros and the US dollars are exchange with bitcoins. This does
not mean bitcoins cannot buy anything.
Bitcoin is a growing currency and is only
beginning to be accepted in certain areas.
As the popularity of bitcoins expands so
will the market supply and demand.
Like wallets, bitcoins are collected in

digital wallets that work to collect and
hold onto digital coins for security. Bitcoin
wallets can be downloaded to any PC
and mobile devices, or an online wallet
can be used that works similarly to a
cloud storage environment. It is important
to note that everyone has access to the
bitcoin software because the code is open
to the public. No one is required to use
any software that implements the Bitcoin
network unless they trust it.
Bitcoin was designed to avoid dishonest
activities, however it cannot prevent users
from attempting to be dishonest because
Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer (P2P) network.
P2P networks are peer-to-peer based systems where everyone is in charge of himself or herself. It is much like the internet
where behaviors can be monitored, but
no one is required to protect you. P2P
systems are always susceptible to downfall due to the distributed trust. It is often believed that users would prefer to
maintain equality and integrity within P2P
systems but this hardly is the case. Instead
there is always the need of an incentive to
maintain an honest network [2].
The Bitcoin network maintains security through cryptographic functions designed to secure authentication, ensure
transactions, and maintain privacy. Designed originally to prevent the double
spending problem often existent in digital
currencies, digital transactions are able to
occur privately and securely in the Bitcoin
network. The double spending problem
occurs in digital monetary systems when
a user is able to spend the same amount
of money twice at the cost of one. To
prevent this, Bitcoin uses cryptography to
strengthen privacy and authentication [3],
but provide. Bitcoin users, more generally
trust the cryptographic means of security
versus any actual other peers or entity
within the network. Thus, allowing Bitcoin to grow and expand into a global
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digital currency.
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BACKGROUND

Satoshi Nakamoto published the design of
Bitcoin in October 31, 2008. In January 3,
2009 the first bitcoins were created from
what is known as the Genesis Block. Bitcoin is the first implementation of many
previous ideas. It includes a timestamp
server (refer to Section 3.2), proof-of-work
(refer to Section 4.3), cryptographic functions (refer to Section 4), and a peer-topeer network. The combination of each
concept diminishes their individual weaknesses. There existed precursors [4] [5]
however none of these were ever fully
implemented.
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T HE E XCHANGE

Bitcoin was develop using a variety of
concepts. This section will go in depth
in explaining how bitcoins are exchange
within the network.
3.1

Fig. 1. Transactions requiring the private
keys of the payer and payee.
Bitcoin allows the payees to review any
coins in their transaction if double spending was to occur. Every verified transaction will always be public, making it
possible to find out exactly how much
bitcoins any payer or public key owns.
As stated before without the private key,
owning the coins assigned to the public
key is impossible. The Bitcoin network
requires a public server or file to maintain a record of valid transactions. Bitcoin
introduces a timestamp server.

Digital Coins

We define bitcoins or digital coins as a
chain of digital signatures [6]. In the Bitcoin network, digital coins exist on public
transactions within the network. Bitcoin
wallets do not directly own bitcoins on
electronic devices. The way transactions
operate in Bitcoin allows digital coins to
be traceable back to every previous owner
[7]. Transactions require the payer to use
their digital signature to sign off the coin
to the payee in a digital exchange. Digital
Signatures require a private and public
key owned by every users. Every users
public key is identifiable in the network.
The private keys authenticate and prove
the ownership of the public key. This is
important because in the Bitcoin network
it is the public key that owns the coins and
the private key that allows privacy.

3.2 Block Chain
In Bitcoin there exist a public timestamp
server where everyone in the Bitcoin network can verify their transaction. The
timestamp server does not accept transactions and instead accept blocks. Blocks
are CPU generated transactions. In order
for any transaction to be added to the
timestamp server, they must first expend
their CPU power to generate a block. The
block records the CPU power in order to
keep track of the total CPU generated in
the timestamp server.
Because Bitcoin is a decentralized network there is no physical server in which
a user actually sends his or her generated
block to. Instead, the timestamp server is
actually a public file that distributes to
the network. This means different users
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are constantly updating the public file
or timestamp server. The network also
knows this as the block-chain. The Bitcoin
network is designed to take the longest
generated history as the valid timestamp
server because it will have the most verified transactions, also indicating the most
validated chain of blocks. The block chain
is thus, a timestamp server, distributed
file, and history of Bitcoin transactions.

Fig. 2. The longest chain established after
’forks’
The block-chain works as distributed
trust amongst the network. The network
must behave accordingly to maintain the
integrity of the network. If the network were to be compromise, the whole
network would then notice it. Without
the distribution of the block-chain users
would be force to trust their peers in the
network [8].
The network has the possibility to generate blocks at the same time. This is
known as a fork in the block-chain. If this
occurs both files then work competitively,
to establish the next block in order to be
known as the longest. The block-chain is
the most vital part of the Bitcoin network.
Because the file is constantly distributed, it
is always under constant scrutiny. It is also
required to verify transactions within the
network. It is assumed then that everyone
in the Bitcoin network is working honestly
to update the distributed files.
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C RYPTOGRAPHY

Privacy is maintained in Bitcoin through
private keys. Without the right private
key, no one in the network will have access to the bitcoins assigned to the public
key. Coins that have been lost due to the

loss of private keys are consider zombie coins. Private keys are allowed access
to the public key through cryptographic
means. Cryptography works by authenticating a private key to a specific public
key. Previous electronic cash-systems have
always worked in a centralized manner
that required complete trust in a single
entity or central authority, similar to a
bank. If the central authority were to be
compromise, no one in the network would
be aware due to the amount of power the
central authority has. This is where Bitcoin benefits from a P2P network. Nearly
everything is public in Bitcoin and the
security distributes through the network.

4.1

Private and Public Keys

The verification of a transaction is maintained by the scrutiny of the coins and
public keys associated in it. Previous cryptographic protocols have suggested the
implementation of a publicly distributed
file [9]. This allows anyone the power
to validate transactions. The weaknesses
include privacy and the possibility of
rewriting the distributed file. Verifying
the validity of a transaction requires the
ability to locate the public keys used in
a transaction. Note that bitcoins are defined as a chain of digital signatures. The
public file only continues to grow. The
network would be distributing gigabytesized block-chains throughout the network however, Bitcoin introduces tree authentication.
Tree authentication requires a one-way
pricing function such that given a function
f(X) = Y, it is impossible to determine
what X is, given Y. In the end, this works
similarly to the block chain authentication
itself requiring CPU power as a means
to deter vulnerabilities. The CPU cost reviews and verifies a transaction before
distributing it to be blocked.
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4.2

Bitcoin Mining

As the block-chain continues to grow, it
also provides the supply control of bitcoins within the network. Every addition
to the block-chain supplies the network
with bitcoins. This process is known as
bitcoin mining. It is more specifically the
generation of blocks that create bitcoins.
Every user who has generated a block in
the block-chain by CPU outage has been
rewarded with bitcoins. The term bitcoin
mining comes from the similarities to gold
requiring a bitcoin miner to mine bitcoins
into circulation. Block generation comes
at a CPU cost. The CPU cost is recorded
in the block as proof of effort in bitcoin
mining.
4.3

Proof-of-Work

Proof-of-work is the protocol designed to
create the block-chain. Proof-of-work was
first designed to fend off spam and DoS
attacks. Proof-of-work permits any entities
the right to communicate only after a certain amount of work has been expended
much like a pricing function [10]. This
prevented spam due to the overload of
work that a PC would need to provide. In
regards to bitcoin, proof-of-work prevents
the overwriting of the timestamp server
due to the recorded amount of work. Bitcoin uses a similar design of Hashcash
[11]. Proof-of-work allows the block-chain
to continuously be built off of each other
The work required involves a cryptographic hash function. The cryptographic
hash function is a one-way function (refer
to 4.1) that outputs a hash value in an unknown way. Hashcash works by requiring
the CPU to generate a Y value on the oneway cryptographic hash function with a
certain amount of zeros appended to the
beginning (ie 00s5rf or 00ddss would have
two zeros appended to the beginning).
X is the concatenation of i, the previous

blocks hash or output and j, the computers
attempted solution.

Fig. 3. Cryptographic function where Y is
the output, X is the input consisting of: i the
previous Block’s output or Y value and j the
attempted answer
Once a solution has been found the
amount of CPU expended is recorded and
the number of attempts is recorded as a
nonce value. This is to deter the recording of attempts (ie.. recording all entered
X to produce a specified Y when Y appears). The cryptographic hash function
combined with protocol is strong enough
however to require any attacker to expend
at minimal the same amount of CPU and
accurately produce a solution (note that
one small change to X will change Y drastically). There is no algorithmic way to
find Y. This means only by brute-force can
any CPU produce a valid Y output.Proofof-work has been proven to not work efficiently in deciphering spam due to incorrect identification of spammers [12], however the equality demonstrated in proofof-work provides the means to maintain
and distribute a server across a network.
4.4 Prototype
In my prototype only the proof-of-work
portion was implemented to demonstrate
the strength of cryptographic hash functions. The time the CPU took to go
through the protocol was recorded, along
with the input, output, solution, and
nonce value. Refer to figures 4 and 5.
Without going into the details of how
cryptographic functions work, it is apparent the security that it does provide.
As the number of zeros required to be
appended to the beginning increases, so
does the difficulty. In figure 5 the nonce
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value is increased to demonstrate that if a
nonce was recorded the work required to
rewrite it would be even more CPU costly
than before.
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F UTURE T RENDS

5.1 Centralized Pools
In the Bitcoin network, there exist Bitcoin
pools. A bitcoin pool consist of individual
users sharing their own CPU power to
work together. Because the bitcoin mining
process only rewards the miner who successfully updates the block-chain, users
have gathered into groups to obtain the
reward. This could be beneficial to many
people, but it also allows a more centralized means of handling the minting
process of Bitcoin. [13].
5.2 Exposure
Bitcoin has been exposed recently due to
the infamous online market known as Silk
Road as well as the recent bankruptcy
of Mt. Gox the largest Bitcoin Currency
Exchange. As any company begins to gain
popularity, it becomes the target of hackers. In other words security breaches are
more often to occur and aim towards them
[14]. Bitcoin is a growing digital currency.
The technology background required to
operate with bitcoins is often more than
people expect. Security measures must
take a huge leap in securing the common
user who is not knowledgeable about Bitcoin. It becomes a hard task to handle
monetary value digitally, when everything
digitally is still not completely secure [15].
It is important to note however that security breaches mentioned here are of only
popularly mentioned ones.
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C ONCLUSION

Bitcoin is an open network that is easily
accessible to anyone digitally. It is a growing digital currency that offers free trade.

It is important to remember that Bitcoin
works in a network as a commodity and
will continue to have value as long as
people continue to use the network. Its
value is very volatile by nature due to
its similarities to gold. By the nature of
decentralized system there is always the
possibility people can find a flaw within
the system due to the open community.
It will continue as a currency as long
as currency exchanges like Mt. Gox exists. Through cryptography however, Bitcoin has maintained its network and users
without any direct security breach to the
whole network itself. Individual systems
or companies play a huge part in the
development of Bitcoin but does not determine its success.
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Fig. 4. The longest chain established after
’forks’

Fig. 5. The longest chain established after
’forks’
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R EFLECTION

I have come to understand many different aspects of computer science over the
course of this project.
I have learned how to research and
write a scholarly paper. I had completely
forgotten how to do a research paper in a
constructive way, but I hope to have manage through correctly up until now. Learning from all my mistakes I’ve learned the
most important aspect of writing a paper involves communicating. I had forgotten how to communicate to people. I am
confident enough in my speaking skills,
however they did not transfer to good
presentation skills. I learned that I must go
outside of my world and step into others.
Presenting my topic has been one the most
challenging things I have ever done. It
was hard to understand that outside of
my world that people could not interpret
the words that chose or how I went about
explaining a topic.
I hope to only learned from this mistakes because it has allowed me to push
my comfort zones. At first I believed my
communication lacked knowledge of my
topic, however I learned it involves more
than just knowledge. I was able to find
comfort in stepping outside of world and
fully hear my topic from a different mindset.
There has been many classes that has
contributed to my success. I would like
to mention Data Structures and Computer
Organization. These two classes both go
into the details of what Computer Science
truly is in my mind. Data structure emphasizes how we should use a computer
and Computer Organization really went
into the details of how computers are able
to perform the way they do.
Amongst other classes I really enjoyed
are Algorithms(CSCI338) and Theory(339)
which introduced higher level concepts
that is somehow always implemented but

never really apparent in a students mind
until taught.
Lastly, I would like to mention that the
variety of professors really helped. I did
not take advantage of meeting with them,
however I did try to adjust my learning
habits according to ever professor. Without the ability to constantly adjust and
adapt I don’t believe I would have completed this project.

